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Counter-extremism update  

 

Purpose of report 

For information. 

 

Summary 

This paper provides an update on national counter-terrorism and counter-extremism policy, 

and our work to support councils around these areas, as a basis for discussion.  

It also provides a detailed overview of the Special Interest Group on Countering Extremism 

(SIGCE), which forms a significant part of our support offer, as requested by members at the 

Board meeting on 21 September.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact officer:  Rachel Duke 

Position:   Adviser 

Phone no:   07464 652612  

Email:    rachel.duke@local.gov.uk  

 

 

 

Recommendation/s 

That Members note the attached briefing. 

Action/s 

Officers to action as directed. 

 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
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Counter-extremism update 

Introduction 

1. Recent tragic events have once again raised a number of questions and concerns about 

the counter-terrorism and counter-extremism space, and about the safety of those in 

public office.  

 

2. While much of this policy space remains currently uncertain at national level, this paper 

provides an overview of recent developments, emerging extremism challenges for the 

sector and the support the LGA (and the SIGCE in particular) is offering to councils in 

response.  

 

3. There are a number of policy areas linked to the counter-extremism space. We have 

long argued for a joined-up approach and continued investment in measures that help 

not only to prevent people from being drawn into terrorism, but which also tackle wider 

issues around extremism and cohesion that can lay the foundations for polarisation, 

radicalisation and criminality and cause wider social harms. This includes continued 

funding for Prevent, and for the Special Interest Group on Countering Extremism 

(SIGCE).  

 

National policy overview 

CONTEST 

4. The UK’s current counter terrorism strategy, CONTEST, was published in June 2018 

and comprises four strands: Pursue (catching terrorists before they can carry out an 

attack); Protect (ensuring infrastructure and crowded places are less vulnerable to 

attack); Prepare (planning on how to respond when an attack occurs); and Prevent 

(stopping people becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism).  

 

5. The Prevent Duty under the Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015 requires all 

specified authorities, including councils, to have “due regard to the need to prevent 

people from being drawn into terrorism”. Local authorities and their partners therefore 

have a core role to play in countering terrorism at a local level and helping to safeguard 

individuals at risk of radicalisation.  

 

6. Expectations for local authorities’ delivery of the duty are set out in Home Office Prevent 

duty guidance and Prevent duty toolkit. This includes assessing risks, producing a local 

action plan, training provision and providing support to those who are vulnerable to 

being drawn into terrorism through multi-agency Channel panels.  

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/prevent-duty-guidance/revised-prevent-duty-guidance-for-england-and-wales
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/prevent-duty-guidance/revised-prevent-duty-guidance-for-england-and-wales
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/prevent-duty-toolkit-for-local-authorities-and-partner-agencies
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Independent review of Prevent  

7. An independent review of Prevent led by William Shawcross has been underway for 

some time and is expected to report to Ministers imminently. The recommendations and 

Government response are due by the end of the year. The review’s aims are to 

consider: 

 

7.1. if Prevent is achieving its objectives to support those vulnerable to being 

drawn into any form of terrorism 

7.2. how effectively and efficiently it is being delivered 

7.3. how effectively it interacts with other safeguarding and vulnerability strategies 

7.4. how effective the Statutory Prevent Duty is, and how effectively it is being 

implemented 

7.5. how criticisms and complaints are responded to 

7.6. what the government should consider in the development of its approach as 

the threat evolves. 

 

8. In the LGA’s response to the review, we highlighted: 

 

8.1. the need to take – and resource - a holistic and joined-up strategic approach 

to tackling terrorism, that addresses the issues that can lead to radicalisation, 

and builds resilience amongst communities, both nationally and locally 

8.2. the need for cross-departmental collaboration at national level to ensure 

alignment with other child protection and adult safeguarding arrangements 

8.3. the importance of investment in training, sharing of best practice and 

 regular updating of advice 

8.4. the importance of information sharing across agencies 

8.5. the impact of resourcing pressures and funding uncertainties on Prevent 

 delivery  

8.6. how councils, working with local partners and communities, are well-

 placed to understand the complexities and local context of extremism issues 

and  determine what works in response 

8.7. the work of the SIGCE in supporting councils and partners around  extremism 

 issues.  

Counter-extremism 

9. The Government’s Counter-Extremism Strategy was published in October 2015. It 

comprises four strands: countering extremist ideology; building a partnership with those 

opposed to extremism; disrupting extremists; and building more cohesive communities.  

 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
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10. There are no statutory duties associated specifically with countering extremism (unlike 

those linked to Prevent).  

 

11. A key aspect of the strategy was the Building a Stronger Britain Together (BSBT) 

programme, which funded a number of counter-extremism programmes including 

supporting civil society organisations to tackle extremism locally, and specialist 

Community Coordinator posts in local authorities. An evaluation of the programme 

published in July found that it had reached nearly 290,000 participants, and that most of 

those taking part expressed a greater likelihood to reject and challenge narratives that 

oppose shared values, reported a greater sense of local belonging and displayed newly 

acquired confidence and skills that can aid resilience. It also commented on the 

importance of local need, local expertise and local relationships in tackling extremism.  

 

12. The counter-extremism strategy effectively expired in 2020 and we are still waiting for 

firm clarification from Government about the future of this policy space. We anticipate 

that the review will move away from the approach to countering extremism that 

government took in 2015-2019.  

 

13. This view is based on the fact that government funding for the SIGCE has been 

removed, the BSBT programme has been closed and Community Coordinators diverted 

away from countering extremism. Until March this year, the Government funded 

Community Coordinator posts in countering extremism in around 35 areas as part of the 

BSBT programme. These were focused on delivering the Counter-Extremism strategy 

both in their host councils and surrounding areas, but have largely now been refocussed 

on tackling neighbourhood crime (eg ASB, with the majority no longer undertaking any 

work on extremism as part of their roles). These roles are currently funded up to March 

2022; their future and the process for evaluating the impact of the change of emphasis 

is unclear. 

 

14. It is possible that we will see a shift to tackling the harms from (rather than drivers for) 

extremism - ie where activity has already taken place, and has crossed the line into hate 

crime or civil disorder (which should already be dealt with under existing law). While a 

greater determination to prosecute extremists who break the law may be a positive 

outcome, there is a concern that this could mean some extremist activity, for instance 

campaigns which stir anti-minority sentiment, and countering extremist narratives and 

ideology, will fall out of scope. In short, whether or not this approach leads to more 

prosecutions for illegal activity, it seems unlikely to address the problem at source. 

 

15. Alongside the strategy, the Government established a Commission for Countering 

Extremism in 2018, which has published reports including Challenging hateful 

extremism and a Legal review of the legislation around tackling hateful extremism. 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1006832/Research_Report_125__BSBT_Programme_Report_2020__web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/challenging-hateful-extremism
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/challenging-hateful-extremism
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/operating-with-impunity-legal-review
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Robin Simcox was appointed as Interim Lead Commissioner at the Commission for 

Countering Extremism (CCE) in March 2021. Robin’s appointment was for 6 months 

initially, which has recently been extended to March 2022. A campaign is expected to 

commence shortly to recruit a permanent Lead Commissioner. 

Hate crime 

16. A new hate crime action plan is expected to be published this autumn. The current plan 

was published in 2016, with a further update in 2018 and covers the themes of 

prevention, responding to hate crime, increasing reporting, improving support to victims 

and building understanding.  

 

17. The Law Commission is also conducting a review of hate crime legislation. It launched a 

consultation last year and in our response we: 

 

17.1. commented on the seriousness of hate crime and its impact on individuals and 

on local communities. We also raised concerns about the direct effect on 

councillors and council officers who have themselves been targets for abuse.  

17.2. highlighted significant concerns from councils about levels of hate crime in their 

areas, and community frustration when harmful hate-fuelled activity takes place, 

but which does not cross a legal threshold - with many activists adept at stirring 

up divisive sentiment, but remaining on the right side of the law as it currently 

stands; and with failures to enforce existing laws. 

17.3. welcomed efforts to amend hate crime legislation to remove discrepancies 

across the current protected characteristics. We also welcomed the review of the 

protect characteristics covered by hate crime laws and would support, in 

particular, proposals for misogyny to be recognised under the legislation.  

17.4. raised that legislative approaches to tackling hate crime must be seen alongside 

wider initiatives to prevent hate incidents and counter extremism and it is vital 

there is continued focus and investment in this broader space.  

 

18. The outcomes of the Law Commission’s review are due this year.   

Online harms 

19. A key concern for many is the role of the online space in facilitating harassment and 

abuse, in spreading hate and extremist propaganda, and in radicalisation.  

 

20. In May 2021 the Government released a draft Online Safety Bill. The Bill covers a range 

of online harms, with a focus on illegal content and content that is harmful to children. It 

proposes establishing a new regulatory framework for technology companies to impose 

a legal duty of care to address harmful content and improve the safety of their users, 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
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whilst also imposing duties on providers to protect rights to freedom of expression and 

privacy. Providers of user-to-user services, which is a broad range of businesses 

including social media platforms, dating apps, online marketplaces etc, which meet 

specified thresholds will have additional duties imposed specifically in relation to content 

that is harmful to adults, content of democratic importance and journalistic content. 

 

21. The Bill is currently being considered by a parliamentary committee. 

Cohesion and integration 

22. There are obvious links between counter-extremism and cohesion and integration – not 

least in its role in building resilience to extremism. However we are also clear that 

cohesion and integration policy covers a broad range of issues and should not be 

focussed around counter-extremism and preventing terrorism alone.  

 

23. The Government published its integration strategy green paper in 2018, followed by an 

action plan. Part of its work around the strategy includes a series of integration area 

pilots in five local authority areas, to develop integration approaches at a local level 

(Blackburn with Darwen, Bradford, Waltham Forest, Peterborough and Walsall), which 

have seen significant successes. We are awaiting clarification from Government about 

the future of the programme. 

 

24. Recently Sara Khan was appointed as the Government’s Independent Adviser on Social 

Cohesion and Resilience, and we are keeping in regular touch as her work progresses. 

We anticipate that this will include a call for evidence shortly which we shall respond to 

in due course. 

The evolving extremism challenge 

25. The challenges from extremism are constantly evolving, with extremists adapting their 

tactics and looking to exploit new issues to whip up tensions and gain support – keeping 

on top of developments and finding ways to counter these is a constant concern for 

councils. 

 

26. The last couple of years in particular have seen a huge range of extremism and 

community cohesion issues come to the fore. This has included: 

 

26.1. COVID-19 narratives blaming certain communities for introducing or spreading 

the virus and breaching control measures (plus lockdown/anti-vax protests and 

conspiracy theories gaining unprecedented mainstream support) 

26.2. Black Lives Matter protests and counter-protests and controversy around statues 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
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26.3. the increase last summer of boat crossings and subsequent harassment of 

asylum seekers housed in hotels and barracks pending their asylum applications 

26.4. resettlement of Afghan refugees 

26.5. concerns about rising community tensions in many areas over this period, 

including significant increases in levels of hate crime, and racialised/racist 

narratives surfacing on a variety of matters in a way not seen for many years 

26.6. concerns about radicalisation as a result of increased time spent online during 

the pandemic and the rise in hateful extremist content available during this 

period  

26.7. elected members and officers working in counter-extremism being the targets of 

harassment, abuse and threats both on and off-line. 

 

27. Over the last couple of years, we’ve also seen how some have tried to exploit a range of 

different mainstream issues to drum up support – such as local allegations of sexual 

assaults, ‘freedom of speech’, Brexit and local planning applications. This blending of 

extremist narratives with the concerns and fears of ordinary people is particularly 

challenging for councils and partners to respond to.  

 

28. In many cases extremists are well practised at remaining on the right side of the law in 

what they say or how they behave – creating big cohesion issues for local areas but 

often without a clear direct legal remedy.  

 

29. There are additional challenges for councils as a result of changes and uncertainties 

around the national policy landscape for tackling extremism, and diminishing resources 

available for proactive and preventative work in this space. 

 

30. We expect that councils will continue to face a number of challenges from extremism for 

some time to come, and this remains a core priority for SSCB in response.  

Support for councils 

31. We have been working to assist councils in their work on cohesion, counter-extremism 

and Prevent for some time, and have developed a programme of activity for this year. 

This includes support for the Special Interest Group on Countering Extremism (SIGCE).  

The Special Interest Group on Countering Extremism 

32. The SIGCE is a local authority led network chaired by Leeds and Luton councils, and 

facilitated by the LGA and academic Dr Gareth Harris. It has been working across 

councils in England and Wales since 2017, achieving considerable successes in 

supporting a broach reach of councils, and wider partners, in their work to counter 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
http://www.local.gov.uk/sigce
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extremism and respond to the many new extremism challenges councils have been 

facing. 

 

33. Throughout the pandemic period the SIGCE has continued to provide a nimble 

response to evolving issues as they arise, often mobilising quickly to offer support to 

councils and minimise the impact of emerging issues.  

 
34. The SIGCE network received funding for two years from the Home Office and the then 

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, which came to an end in 

January 2020. The LGA agreed to provide funding for the network until at least March 

2022, and continue with supporting its work programme at both strategic and 

operational levels.  

 

35. Key deliverables from the SIGCE’s work to date include: 

 

35.1. 11 thematic seminars for local authority practitioners and elected members (and 

increasingly, wider partners). These have flexed in response to local authority 

needs, covering topics including disruption of extremist activity, enabling 

community engagement to counter extremism, the role of political leadership, and 

COVID-19 conspiracy theories 

35.2. 11 further practitioner roundtables to identify and explore issues as they emerge 

(which have been particularly useful in exploring issues during the pandemic and 

beyond)  

35.3. 7 roundtables specifically focussed on asylum-seeker activism and response 

35.4. bespoke support to five councils facing specific current extremism challenges, 

particularly areas which did not have centrally funded counter-extremism support 

35.5. regional elected member networks in the North of England and East of England 

respectively  

35.6. a practitioner working group focussing on Far-Right extremism (FRWG), which 

includes: work with a small number of authorities to develop, trial and evaluate 

engagement techniques in local areas with predominantly white-British 

communities; developing guidance on how to respond when activists target your 

LA area; facilitating support between areas experiencing similar issues; providing 

expert advice to central government  

35.7. a practitioner working group focussing on faith-based “Islamist” extremism 

(FBEWG), including commissioning work and a series of focus groups to explore 

the impact of terminology on community relations (and how this can be exploited 

by extremists) and delivery of local counter extremism work  

35.8. establishment and daily facilitation of an online knowledge hub (KHub) platform for 

over 280 officers from local authorities, central government and partner agencies 

to share challenges, practice, ideas, signpost resources etc, and the development 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
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of a number of materials for publication on the site, including a series of case 

studies 

35.9. expert academic advice and support from Dr Harris; Gareth has established 

excellent relationships with local authorities across the country, and has been able 

to provide ongoing intelligence on emerging issues, extremist groups, and their 

activities – particularly in relation to far-right extremism 

35.10 the SIGCE’s work and network has also been key in informing the LGA’s policy 

work – for instance submissions to the Commission for Countering Extremism’s 

call for evidence in January 2019 and the Law Commission’s review of hate crime 

in December 2020.  

 

36. An independent evaluation of the SIGCE’s work published in February 2020 was very 

positive, finding that the SIGCE: 

 

36.1. is a relevant, responsive and much-needed mechanism, adding value in a 

diverse range of ways 

36.2. has positively and, often, significantly enhanced the work of individual counter-

extremism practitioners in local authorities 

36.3. has increased in both volume and quality the counter-extremism operations of 

local authorities, and of elected members who had engaged with the SIGCE, 

with individuals in many areas borrowing the credibility and name of those 

involved at a national level to mobilise support for the agenda locally 

36.4. has a wholly-distinctive and valuable role with the counter-extremism landscape 

which is not offered by other networks - including the involvement of different 

stakeholders, was locally-orientated, more inclusive and ‘bottom-up’ 

36.5. has strengthened relations between partners working in this field through its 

responsive and inclusive approach, leading to more knowledge and awareness 

for practitioners and, crucially, a number of cases of more, different and better 

action and response to issues at the local level. 

Counter-extremism work programme, 2021-22 

37. The work programme for this year (primarily delivered in partnership with the SIGCE) 

has been confirmed as: 

 

37.1. providing expert academic advice and support to councils on extremism 

(especially far-right and “Islamist” extremism) both directly to individual authorities 

and to the SIGCE network as a whole, including activists; local, national and 

international triggers and trends; and extremists’ tactics 

37.2. the delivery of two webinars for councils and wider partners on topical themes in 

November and February 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
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37.3. continuing with the series of 6-weekly practitioner roundtables to identify and 

explore emerging issues, plus write ups and quarterly digests 

37.4. a dedicated forum focussing on anti-asylum-seeker activism  

37.5. continuing the work of the practitioner working groups on Far-Right extremism 

(FRWG), and faith-based “Islamist” extremism (FBEWG) 

37.6. training for practitioners and elected members on responding to local cohesion 

concerns around Israel/Palestine 

37.7. regional elected member networks in the North of England and East of England 

respectively  

37.8. a Leadership Essentials course for elected members  

37.9. producing a series of good practice case studies, including on tackling hate crime 

37.10. continued facilitation of the online knowledge hub platform  

37.11. bespoke support to councils facing specific current extremism challenges, 

working with others who can offer specific advice and guidance. 

Councillor intimidation and the model Code of conduct 

38. The LGA has been leading on a campaign around ‘civility in public life’ for some time, in 

response to increasing incidents of public intimidation and abuse, risking the personal 

safety of elected members, undermining local democracy and decision-making, and 

dissuading prospective candidates from standing. 

 

39. The campaign has been encouraging a wider discussion with citizens on how they 

involve themselves in public debate, and calls for a collective approach that is clear that 

abuse, harassment, intimidation and violence is not the way to engage in modern-day 

politics. 

 

40. As part of this programme, the LGA has recently launched a long-term 'call for evidence' 

about abuse and intimidation through the personal experiences of councillors. This 

evidence will support efforts to share good practice, and look at how best to prevent and 

respond to abuse and intimidation. We are encouraging any councillors who have 

experienced abuse or intimidation from the public to complete the survey and share their 

experiences. 

   

41. The LGA has also produced guidance for councillors on handling intimidation which 

includes advice on personal safety.  

 

42. In the wake of recent events there has been a renewed concern around the abuse of 

elected politicians. However, it is important to note that the question of how MPs and 

councillors can be kept safe from harm while remaining accessible to the public, 

although linked in broad terms to questions about civility in public life, is nevertheless a 

separate issue. 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
https://www.local.gov.uk/our-support/guidance-and-resources/civility-public-life
https://research.local.gov.uk/jfe/form/SV_eW040OelDMZvuqW
https://research.local.gov.uk/jfe/form/SV_eW040OelDMZvuqW
https://www.local.gov.uk/councillors-guide-handling-intimidation
https://www.local.gov.uk/personal-safety
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Further support 

43. The LGA has produced a series of resources around online harms, including a series of 

videos and guidance for councillors.  

 

44. We will also be providing support for councils in the wider counter-terrorism space, 

including around the introduction of a new Protect duty for improving safety measures in 

public spaces, once details have been announced by Government.  

Implications for Wales 

45. Local authorities in Wales are subject to the statutory Prevent duty under the Counter-

Terrorism and Security Act 2015. The 2015 Counter-Extremism Strategy and hate crime 

action plan also apply to Wales. 

 

46. The SIGCE support offer, and other wider support, is open to Welsh local authorities. 

Financial implications 

47. The LGA has previously agreed to fund the SIGCE’s work programme until at least 

March 2022. 

Next steps 

48. Members are asked to note the above update as a basis for discussion. Officers to 

follow up as directed. 

http://www.local.gov.uk/
mailto:info@local.gov.uk
https://www.local.gov.uk/online-harms
https://www.local.gov.uk/online-harms
https://www.local.gov.uk/publications/lga-online-harms

